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The theory of Walterscheid et al. (1987) to explain internal gravity wave induced oscillations in the
emissionintensity I and rotational temperature T of the OH nightglow was modified by Hickey (1988) to
include the effects of eddy dissipation and Coriolis force. In the theory of Walterscheid et al. (1987) the

ratio r/= (gUIo)/(gT/To) (• refersto a perturbation quantity, and a zero subscriptrefersto an average)
was found to be independent of horizontal wavelength at long periods, while in the extended theory of
Hickey (1988) some such dependence was inferred. In the present paper the horizontal wavelength
dependenceof r/ is examined. It is found that values of r/ will be dependent on both wave period and
horizontal wavelength,meaning that in order to compare measurement with theory, horizontal wavelengths will need to be measured in conjunction with the OH nightglow measurements.At long periods
the modifications to r/ by the inclusion of eddy dissipation are much larger for the shorter horizontal
wavelengthwaves,although such modificationsmay be more observablefor some of the longer horizontal wavelengthwaves.The Coriolis force is important only for wavesof very large horizontal wavelength.

INTRODUCTION

In

order

to describe

wave-driven

fluctuations

in the

OH

nightglow, Walterscheid et al. [1987] have devised a comprehensive model which incorporates a five-reaction photochemical scheme and the Eulerian dynamics of linearized
acoustic-gravity waves in an isothermal, motionless,and dissipationless atmosphere. They found that Krassovsky's[1972]

ratio r/(=(gl/Io)/gT/To) , whereI is the nightglowintensity,T
is the rotational temperature, a zero subscript refers to an
undisturbed quantity, and a g refers to the wave-associated
quantity) is a complex quantity which depends sensitively on
the altitude of the OH emissionlayer (ZOH)as well as on the
wave period and the atomic oxygen scale height (H(O)). At
gravity wave periods of hours, r/ was found to be virtually

independent of horizontal wavelength (2x), although some
such dependencewas found for the waves close to their regions of evanescence(i.e., for the waveshaving high horizontal
phase-tracespeeds).This model was then used by Hecht et al.
[1987] and Sivjee et al. [1987] in order to compare observations made of the OH nightglow at a singleobservingsite with
theory. The plausibility of the association of the observations
with theory was established,and it was found that in order to
obtain best agreement between the two it was sometimesnec-

essaryto experimentwith the valuesof ZoHand H(O) usedin
the model.

Hickey [1988] modified this model by including both eddy
viscosity and eddy thermal conduction as well as (by employing the "shallowatmosphere"approximation)the Coriolis
force in the gravity wave dynamics (the acoustic waves were
not treated in that study). For the same nominal case as studied by Walterscheidet al. [1987] (i.e., ,•x = 100 km, ZoH-- 83
km, H(O)= -2.8 km), it was found that the Coriolis force
was unimportant at any wave period, and when included by
itself, so too was the eddy viscosity.However, the effect of the
eddy thermal conduction on r/was very pronounced for wave
Copyright 1988 by the American Geophysical Union.

periods of a couple of hours or more, while this effect was
reduced (though not to any level of insignificance) with the
further inclusion of the eddy viscosity. For wave periods of a
couple of hours or more' the effect of the inclusion of eddy
dissipation was to increase (dramatically so for the longest of
wave periods) the magnitude of r/and to decreasethe phase of
r/.

However, Hickey [1988] demonstrated that the longerperiod waves were experiencinga dissipationsevereenough to
be causing their wave amplitudes to be decreasing with increasingaltitude and that they would have therefore presumably reached their maximum amplitude at lower altitudes.
Thus thesewaveswould have had diminishedamplitudes and,
like their associatedvalues of r/, would not have been as easily
observableas they may otherwisehave been in the absenceof
any dissipation. The short-period waves were found to be experiencing little dissipation, so that their wave amplitudes
would still have been increasing with increasingaltitude, and,
not yet having achieved their maximum amplitudes, they
would not have been as observable as they may otherwise
have been. At intermediate periods the waves were found to be
experiencing a zero (or close to zero) amplitude growth as a
consequenceof the dissipation just offsetting the natural amplitude growth which would normally occur with increasing
altitude in the absence of any dissipation. Thus it was concluded that these waves would be achieving their maximum
amplitudes and hence, source generation and nonlinear or
saturation effects aside, would be more observable than either

the short-period or the long-period waves. In view of the dependenceof r/on wave period it was also concluded that while
very large modifications to the values of r/ would rarely be
observed,at times a close agreement between observation and
theory would require the inclusion of dissipationin the mod-

elingof the gravitywavedynamics.
It was also indicatedby Hickey [1988] that r/would depend
sensitivelyon 2,,, sincethe thermal conductionparameter ap-

pearingin the dynamicalfactorsis proportionalto 2•- 2. This
is in contrast

Paper number 7A9293.
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to the results of the calculations

of Walterscheid

et al. [1987] which did not include dissipation,where it was
4O89
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found that r/was virtually independentof/l x at gravity wave
periodsof hours.Henceit wasconcludedthat one couldnot a
priori precludethe effectsof dissipationwithout first having
some estimate of the horizontal wavelength, which in turn

questionedsomeof the comparisonswhich have been made
betweenobservationsmade at a singleobservingsite with the

RESULTS

Dependenceon Horizontal Wavelength
In this section of results the dependenceof r/on horizontal
wavelengthis examined without the inclusion of the Coriolis
force. Results are displayed for horizontal wavelengthsof 10,

100, 1000, and 10,000 km and for a broad range of wave
periodscorrespondingto internal gravity waves.For each particular wavelength the results will cover a different period
range becausethe region of evanescenceextends to greater
periodsfor the longer-wavelengthwavesbecausethe horizonthe effects of Coriolis force are not included, and results are
tal phase trace speed of internal gravity waves is necessarily
presentedfor horizontal wavelengthsof 10, 100, 1000, and lessthan about 0.9 times the local sound speed.Dissipation is
10,000 km so that the dependenceof r/ on horizontal wave- due to both eddy viscosityand eddy thermal conduction,the
length can be examined.In the secondpart the Coriolis force values of the eddy coefficientsbeing taken from Hickey
is included both with and without the inclusionof eddy dissi- [1988]. Resultswill be displayedonly for the imaginary parts
of the vertical wave numbers and for the magnitudes and
pation and for horizontalwavelengths
of 1000and 10,000km.
phasesof r/and the dynamicalfactorsfx,f2, andf3. Amplitudes
THEORY
and phasesof the fluctuationsof the variousminor specieswill
The basic theory and underlying assumptionsused in the not be shown here but will appear in a NASA contract report
model have been described in detail by Walterscheid et al. which is currently in preparation.
Figure 1 shows the imaginary part of the vertical wave
[1987], while the extensionof the theory to include the effects
of eddy viscosity,eddy thermal conduction, and Coriolis force number (Im (kz))for each of the horizontal wavelengthsas a
in the gravity wave dynamics has been described by Hickey function of wave period. Also shown is the value of 1/2H,
•1988]. Because of this, only a general description of the where H is the pressurescaleheight. For each of the Im (kz)
model will be provided here, and the reader is referred to these curvesin this figure an intersectionwith the 1/2H line correprevious papers for a more detailed description. However, the spondsto those waves which are experiencinga zero ampliappendix contains some of the gravity wave equations used in tude growth becausethe amplitudes of gravity waves have an
the present paper, while the approximations used in deriving altitude (z) dependenceof the form exp [1/2H + Im (k:)]z. In
such equations are discussedin detail by Hickey and Cole the absenceof any dissipation,Im (kz)--0 and the wave amplitudes grow with increasingaltitude as exp [z/2H]. To the
[1987].
Basically, the model incorporates a five-reaction photo- left of such points of intersection(i.e., at shorter periods) the
chemicalscheme(involving the minor speciesOH, 0 3, H, O, waves are experiencinglessdissipation and are thus still growand HO2) in order to describethe production and lossof OH. ing with increasingaltitude (1/2H + Im (k:) > 0) and will conMolecular oxygen and nitrogen compose the background tinue to do so until, at higher altitudes where the dissipation
major gas,and the molecularoxygenis asstimed
to havea rates have presumably increased sufficiently, they reach their
constant mixing ratio with respectto the major gas. For each maximum amplitudes.To the right of these points of intersecof the minor speciesa linearized continuity equation is written tion (at longer periods) the waves are experiencingseveredisinvolving chemical production and loss terms which them- sipation, the wave amplitudes are decreasingwith increasing
selvesinvolve wave-imparted density fluctuations of the major altitude (1/2H + Im (kz) < 0), and thesewavesmust therefore
gas, an advection term due to the wave-imparted vertical ve- have already reachedtheir maximum amplitudesat lower altilocity, and a compressional term due to the wave-imparted tudes where the dissipation rates are (presumably) smaller.
velocity divergence.All specieshave the same temperature T The results from this figure are very important as far as the
and velocity v as the background major gas. The velocity results for the rest of this section are concerned becausethey
divergence, the vertical velocity, and the major gas density indicate how observable some of the effects considered here
perturbation are each related to the temperature perturbation may be. Usually, one would expect to observe (source generthrough dynamical factors designatedf•, f2, and f3, respec- ation and nonlinear or saturation effects aside) those waves
tively. These three dynamical factors were calculated by Wal- achieving, or close to achieving, their maximum amplitudes,
terscheidet al. [1987• employing the most basic gravity wave which in this figure occurswhere an Im (kz) line intersectsthe
theory as given by Hines [-1960•. However, Hickey [-1988] 1/2H line. Therefore, on most of the following figures,arrows
modified these dynamical factors to include the effectsof eddy will be used to show at what periods,for each of the horizonviscosity,eddy thermal conduction, and the Coriolis force, and tal wavelengths, maximum amplitudes (or zero amplitude
these are provided in the appendix following the notation of growths) occur. One notices from this figure that the point of
Hickey and Cole •1987]. With this done, the system of five zero amplitude growth occurs at longer wave periods for the
continuity equations describingthe density perturbations for longer-wavelengthwaves and that at a given wave period the
each of the five minor speciesis written in terms of the relative longer-wavelength waves are experiencing less dissipation
temperature perturbation from which, given a relative temper- than the shorter-wavelengthwaves.
The magnitude of the dynamical factor fx is shown in
ature perturbation, solutions are obtained using standard
matrix inversion techniques. Results are normalized with re- Figure 2a. In the absenceof dissipation,Ifxl is independentof
spect to the relative temperature perturbation and, using the horizontal wavelength and, though not shown, would be repnightsidemodel atmosphereof Winick •1983•, the densityper- resentedas a straight line connectingthe points labeled A and
turbations of the minor speciesare calculated. From this, so B. With dissipationincluded, Ifxl is wavelength dependent,
too is Krassovsky's ratio r/, using equation (14) of Walter- which is especiallynoticeable at the longer wave periods. As
scheidet al. ['1987].
the horizontal wavelengthis in, rased,Ifxl followsmore close-

dissipationlesstheory.

In the presentpaper, resultsobtained from the model of
Walterscheidet al. [1987] are comparedwith those obtained
using the modificationsto this model as describedby Hickey
[1988]. The resultsare divided into two parts.In the first part
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Fig. 1. Imaginarypart of the verticalwave number(k=)versusperiod calculatedwith eddy dissipationand without
Coriolis force for horizontal wavelengthsof 10 km (solid curve), 100 km (short-dashedcurve), 1000 km (long-dashed
curve),and 10,000km (short-and-long-dashed
curve).Without dissipation,Im (k,) = 0. The solidhorizontalline showsthe
value of 1/2H.

ly its dissipationlessvalue. This is most noticeable for the
10,000-km wavelength wave, which, experiencing little dissipation, has Ifil decreasinglinearly with increasingperiod. For
each value of horizontal wavelengththe dependenceof Ifil on
period departs from an inverse linear one (i.e., from the nondissipative dependence)at periods close to where the waves
are reaching their maximum amplitudes,as indicated by the
arrows. For the shorter-wavelength waves, Ifil becomes
almost constant and independent of period at long periods
and is significantlylarger than its nondissipativevalue.
The phaseoff• is shownin Figure 2b. In the absenceof any
dissipation,f• is purely imaginary and equal to -ic_o/(7- 1) (•
is the wave angular frequency, and 7 is the usual ratio of
specificheats), so that its phase is a constant equal to -90 ø.
With the inclusionof dissipationthe phaseof f• is no longer
constant,although it approachesa constant value (very close
to -120 ø) at long periods for the short horizontal wavelength
waves. One notices that at periods where the waves are
achievingtheir maximum amplitudesthe phasesof fx depart
from their dissipationlessvalues by an increasing amount as
the horizontal wavelengths increase, as indicated by the

by the inclusion of dissipation as a consequenceof the low
dissipation rates associatedwith this value of wavelength.
The phase off2 is shown in Figure 3b both with and without the inclusion of dissipation. At the shortest of wave

periods for each particular wavelengththe phase of f2 calculated with dissipation is equal to that calculated without dissipation, but as the period is increased,this is no longer true. At
the periods where the maximum amplitudes are occurring the
two are noticeably different, with the biggest differences occurring for the longer-wavelengthwaves.With the inclusion of

dissipation the phase of fe approachesa constant value of
about -120 ø at long periods for the shorter-wavelength
waves, but without it this value is closer to -90 ø.

The magnitude of f3 calculatedwith the inclusion of dissipation is shown in Figure 4a. For both the 10- and the
100-km wavelengthwavesIf31is unaffectedby the inclusionof
dissipation at short periods, but whereaswithout the inclusion
of dissipationit approachesa value of unity at long periods,
with its inclusion it approachesa value slightly greater than

unity. With the inclusionof dissipation,If31neverdeviatesby

more than 10% from its dissipationlessvalue for the 1000arrows.
and 10,000-kin wavelengthwaves.It is apparent that the effect
The magnitudeof f•_is shownin Figure 3a. Apart from the of dissipationon If31is not as pronouncedas it is upon both
10-km wavelengthwave, Ifil displaysa nonlinear dependence Ifil and If21The phaseoff3 is shownin Figure 4b. Again, dissipationis
on wave period for periods closeto the regionsof evanescence
(i.e., at the extreme left-hand parts of the individual curves), not as severehereas it is for the phasesof f• andf2. The effect
which is the same result obtained in the absenceof dissipation. of the inclusion of dissipationis to slightly decreasethe magAt slightlygreaterperiods,Ifzl decreaseslinearly with increas- nitude of the phase of f3 at long periods, the effect being
ing period both with and without the inclusion of dissipation. greater for the shorter-wavelengthwaves.
The magnitudes of r/for the four values of horizontal waveIn the absenceof dissipation,Ifzl would remain independent
of horizontal wavelength and would continue to decreaselin- length and with dissipationincluded are shown in Figure 5a.
early with increasingperiod. However, with dissipation includ- Also shown is the value of Irtl calculated without dissipation
ed, Ifzl approachesa wavelength-dependentconstant value at for the 10-km wavelength wave. The value of Irtl is virtually
the long wave periods for the shorter horizontal wavelengths, unaffectedby the inclusionof dissipationat any period for the
which is significantly greater than its dissipationlessvalue and 10,000-km wavelength wave. For the 10-, 100-, and 1000-km
which is larger for the shorter-wavelengthwaves.The value of wavelength waves, Ir/I is unaffected by the inclusion of dissiIfzl for the 10,000-kmwavelengthwave is virtually unchanged pation at short wave periods close to each of the respective
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Fig. 2. (a) Magnitude and (b) phaseof the dynamicalfactorf• versusperiod calculatedwith eddy dissipationand
without Coriolis force. Curve stylescorrespondto the samewavelengthsas in Figure 1, while the arrows show at what
period for each particular wavelength the maximum amplitudes occur, as describedin the text. Without dissipationboth
I.f•l and the phaseoff• would be independentof wavelength,with Ifxl beingrepresented
as a straightline connectingthe
pointslabeledA and B in Figure2a and with the phaseof fx beingequalto -90 ø.

regions of evanescence.Without dissipation included the
valuesof Iql for the 100- and 1000-km waveswould be equal
to Iqlfor the 10-km wavelengthwaveat longerperiods(i.e.,the
dashed and dashed-dotted curves would follow the solid curve

at longer periods). The inclusion of dissipation,however,
causesa departurefrom this situationat long periods,and the
values of Irtl calculatedwith the inclusionof dissipationare
significantlygreaterthan their dissipationless
counterparts,especiallyso for the shorter-wavelength
waves.Once again,the
arrows in this figure show the regions where the waves have
reached their maximum amplitudes, as determined from
Figure 1. One noticesthat for the 10- and 100-km wavelength
wavesthe valuesof I•l begin to depart significantlyfrom their
dissipationless
values at periodswhere the wave amplitudes

are beginrfing
to decrease
with increasing
altitude(i.e.,at
periodsto the right of the arrows),meaningthat suchmodified values of I•l are associatedwith waves which have
achievedtheir maximum amplitudesat lower altitudes.However, a noticeabledeparture betweenthe dissipationless
value
of I•l and that calculatedwith the inclusionof dissipationhas
alreadyoccurredfor the 1000-kmwavelengthwave at periods
where maximum amplitudes are being achieved.This means
that, all other assumptionsaside, one should find it easier to
observevaluesof I•l which have been modified by dissipation
for the longer-wavelength waves than for the shorterwavelength waves.

The phase of r/ is shown in Figure 5b. For each value of
horizontal wavelengthit is shown both with and without the
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Fig. 3. As in Figure 2 but for the dynamicalfactorf2. In the absenceof any dissipation,If2l would be independentof
wavelength at long periods (see text for details). The upper and lower sets of curves in Figure 3b are those calculated
without and with the inclusionof the eddy dissipation,respectively.

inclusionof dissipation.One noticesthat at long periods the
phase of r/ calculated with the inclusion of dissipation is
smaller than that calculatedwithout dissipation,and that this
effect is more pronounced for the shorter-wavelengthwaves.
One also notices,in contrast to the resultsof I,•l, that a departure between the dissipation and dissipationlessphases of r/
begins before the waves have achieved a maximum amplitude
for all wavelengths. This is especially so for the 10,000-km
wavelength wave, which, though it never reaches a maximum
amplitude for the periods considerednor has its values of I,•l
modified very noticeably by the inclusion of dissipation, has
its associatedphase of r/ modified very noticeably by the inclusion of dissipation. For the other three wavelengths the
differences between the phases of r/ calculated with the inclusion of dissipation and those calculated without it at

includedin the gravity wave dynamicsboth with and without
the effectsof eddy dissipationincluded.Waves with horizontal
wavelengths•,, of 1000 and 10,000 km are studied. In order
that the waves studied were internal gravity waves and not
Rossby waves, the latitude used in all of the calculations was
equal to 25ø, giving an inertial period of slightlygreaterthan

periods where the waves are achieving maximum amplitudes

105s. The resultsfor this sectionare displayedonly for the

are much larger for the longer-wavelength waves. Thus the
phase of r/ appears to be more sensitive to the inclusion of
dissipation than is Iol, while large modifications to the phase
of r/are more likely to be observedfor the longer-wavelength
waveswhich are achievingtheir maximum amplitudes.
Effect of Coriolis Force
In this section of results the effect of the Coriolis

force is
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Fig. 4.

As in Figure 3 but for the dynamicalfactorf3' In the absenceof any dissipation,If3l approachesa wavelengthindependentvalue of unity at long periods.

real and imaginaryparts of the verticalwave numbersand for
the magnitudesand phasesof r/.
Figure 6a showsthe real part of the verticalwave number
(Re (kz))as a functionof waveperiodfor •.,,= 1000km. It can
be seen that at the shorter wave periods the effects of eddy
dissipationand Coriolisforceon Re (kz) are minimal.At the
longerperiodsthe effectof the Coriolisforceis to increasethe
magnitudeof Re(kz)(i.e., decreasethe vertical wavelength),
while the effectof the eddy dissipationis to decreasethe mag-

nitudeof Re (kz)(i.e.,increasethe verticalwavelength).
When
the Coriolis force and the eddy dissipationare included to-

The imaginarypart of the verticalwavenumber(Im (kz))is
shownin Figure 6b, alongwith the valueof 1/2H. Although
by itself the Coriolisforce is not responsible
for any wave
dissipation(so that Im (kz)= 0), the value of Im (k•) arising
due to the eddy dissipationis, however,slightlymodifiedby
its further inclusion. The reasons for this will be explained

shortly.Maximum waveamplitudesoccurfor periodscloseto
about 23,000 s (6.4 hours).

The magnitudeof r/ is shownin Figure 7a. By including
only the Coriolisforce,I•l is increased
by up to two ordersof
magnitudeat long periods,but the furtherinclusionof the
eddydissipationreducesthis quitemarkedly.The valueof I•l

gether,the resultsat all waveperiodsare virtuallythe sameas
those resulting from the inclusion of the eddy dissipation obtained with the inclusionof eddy dissipationalone is only
alone, demonstratingthe dominanceof the eddy dissipation slightlymodifiedby the furtherinclusionof the Coriolisforce,
the dominanceof the eddy dissipation
over the Coriolis force in the gravity wave dynamicsfor this again demonstrating
over the Coriolis force for this particular value of horizontal
particularvalueof horizontalwavelength.
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Fig. 5. (a) Magnitude and (b) phaseof the ratio r/of nightglowintensityfluctuationsto temperaturefluctuationsversus
period with eddy dissipationand without Coriolis force. In Figure 5a, horizontal wavelengthsare 10 km (short-dashed
curve), 100 km (long-dashedcurve), 1000 km (dashed-dottedcurve), and 10,000 km (short-and-long-dashedcurve). The
solid curve in Figure 5a is for a horizontal wavelengthof 10 km but without eddy dissipationor Corilois force. In the
absenceof any dissipationall of the curveswould follow the solid curve at long periods.In Figure 5b, horizontal

wavelengthsare 10 km (solid curves),100 km (short-dashed
curves),1000 km (long-dashedcurves),and 10,000km
(dashed-dotted
curves).The lowerand uppercurvesin Figure5b are thosecalculatedwith and withoutthe inclusionof the
eddy dissipation,respectively.

wavelength. Hence the overall results obtained here for Irtl
with both eddy dissipation and Coriolis force included are

10,000km is shownin Figure 8a. One noticesthat Re (kz) is
modified only very slightly at long periods (and not at all at
similar to thosedescribedin the previousresultssection.
the shorter periods) by the inclusion of the eddy dissipation
The phaseof r/is shown in Figure 7b. Once again, although
alone,while it is modifiedsignificantlyat all periods,and more
by itself the Coriolis force can causesignificantmodifications so at the longer periods, with the inclusion of the Coriolis
to the phaseof r/ at longperiods,
it doesnot significantlyforce alone. With both eddy dissipation and Coriolis force
modify the results obtained when it is included in conjunction
includedsimultaneously,
the modificationto Re (kz) at long
with the eddy dissipation.As describedin the previous results periods is not as large as it is with the inclusion of the Coriolis
section,the phase of r/is significantly modified at long periods force alone. The magnitude of Re (kz) is increased(i.e., the
by the inclusion of the eddy dissipation.
vertical wavelength is decreased)at all periods by the simultaneousinclusionof the Coriolis force and the eddy dissipation,
The real part of the verticalwave number(Re (kz))for •,, =
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also).The curvesin Figure 6b are with only eddy dissipation(solidcurve)or with both eddy dissipationand Coriolis force
(dashedcurve).With only Coriolisforceincluded,Im (k=)= 0.The solidhorizontalline showsthe valueof 1/2H.

indicating the dominance of the Coriolis force over the eddy
dissipationin the gravity wave dynamicsfor this particular
value of horizontal wavelength.
The imaginarypart of the verticalwave number(Im (k=))is
shownin Figure 8b, along with the value of 1/2H. With only

eddydissipationincluded,IIm(k=)lis muchsmallerthan 1/2H,
demonstratingthat there is very little wave dissipationat any
wave period and that a maximum wave amplitude is never
achieved.However, the further inclusionof the Coriolis force
leadsto an increaseddissipation,and maximum wave amplitudes occur for periods close to 90,000 s (25 hours).The
reason for this is that the effect of the further inclusion of the

Coriolis force is to decrease the vertical wavelengths. Hence

vertical velocityshearsand vertical temperaturegradientsassociated with the waves are increased, and so too are the
viscousand thermal conduction dissipation rates.

The magnitudeof r/ is shown in Figure 9a. The effect of
includingthe Coriolisforcealoneis to increaseIr•lseveral-fold
at longperiods,thoughthe magnitudeof thiseffectis substantially reducedby the furtherinclusionof the eddydissipation.
At the shorter wave periods the Coriolis force leads to a reduction in Ir•l of severalpercent.While the eddy dissipation
has little influenceon Ir/I at the shorterperiods,at the longer
periodsits inclusionleadsto an increasein Ir•lof severalper-
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Fig. 7. (a) Magnitude and (b) phaseof r/versus period for a horizontal wavelengthof 1000 km. The curvesin Figure 7a
are with no eddy dissipationor Coriolis force (solid curve) or with only Coriolis force (dashedcurve). The remaining two
curvesin Figure 7a, which are difficult to distinguish,are with only eddy dissipation(small dashed,lower curve) or with
both eddy dissipationand Coriolis force (dashed-dotted,upper curve). The curvesin Figure 7b have similar meaningsto
thosein Figure 7a, exceptthat the long-and-shortdashedcurve representsresultsobtained with both eddy dissipationand
Coriolis

force.

cent.With the eddy dissipationand the Coriolis forceincluded
simultaneously,I•l is decreasedby severalpercent at the shorter periods and increasedby some 25% at the longer periods.
The phase of r/ is shown in Figure 9b. By including the
Coriolis force alone the phase of r/ is decreased by several
degreesat the shorter periods, while at the longest of periods
the amount of decreaseis close to 80ø. As in the case of I•l,
however, the further inclusion of the eddy dissipation reduces
the effect of the Coriolis force so that at the long periods the
phase of r/is decreasedby only s6me 10ø or so.

DISCUSSION

The resultspresentedhere have been performed assuminga
Prandtl number of 2, but results to be presented elsewhere
(NASA contract report, in preparation) have investigatedthe
consequencesof increasing the Prandtl number. As summarized in the discussionof Hickey [1988], while not affecting
any of the main conclusionsof that paper, the observabilityof
some of the effects discussedthere (and also here) may be
diminished

when the Prandtl

number

is increased.

Fritts

and

Dunkerton
[1985] haveshownthat turbulentPrandtlnumbers
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Fig. 8. (a)Realand(b)imaginary
partsof thevertical
wavenumber
(k=)versus
periodfora horizontal
wavelength
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curve).
Thecurves
in Figure8barewithonlyeddydissipation
(solidcurve)or withbotheddydissipationandCoriolisforce(dashed
curve).
WithonlyCoriolisforceincluded,
Im (k=)- 0. Thesolidhorizontal
lineshows

the value of 1/2H.

associatedwith convectivelyunstablegravity waves may

of some 28.3 hours. At higher latitudesthe effect of the Co-

achievelarge valuesover limited regionsof altitude within the
mesosphere,
suggesting
that under suchconditionsit may be
more difficult to measurevaluesof r/which have been noticeably modifiedby eddy dissipation.
In this study the maximum wave periods consideredwere

riolisforceon r/ will be greaterthan that foundhere,though
the maximumpermissible
internalgravitywave periodswill
be reduced.Even so, the resultspresentedhere demonstrate
that the eddy dissipationdominatesover the Coriolis force in

the gravitywavedynamicsfor almostall of the wavelengths

105s (• 27.8hours),
whichisexcessively
highasfarasrealistic considered
(theexception
beingthe 10,000-kmwavelength),
so
valuesof internal gravity wave periodsare concerned.None- that the overallresultsand conclusions
of this paperwould
theless,in order that the waves studiednot belong in the
Rossbywave category,the latitude was taken to be 25ø when-

ever the Coriolisforcewas included,givingan inertial period

not be substantiallyalteredby changingthe latitude.
For the 10,000-km wavelengththe Coriolis force was found
to be dominantin the gravity wave dynamicsat the shorter
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Fig. 9. (a) Magnitudeand (b) phaseof r/ versusperiodfor a horizontalwavelength
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dissipation
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wave periods, as revealed by the modifications to r/ there,
while it was found that at the longer periods the Coriolis force
and eddy dissipationassumedequal importance. By itself the
Coriolis force was found to causelarge modifications to r/ at
long wave periods, though this effect was reduced substantially by the further inclusion of the eddy dissipation.Although a full analysisis beyond the scopeof the presentwork,
these results suggestthat some of the diurnal tidally driven
fluctuations in the OH nightglow may be modified by eddy
dissipation.
Also, all of the foregoing theory assumesthe emission to
occur at a singlelevel in the atmosphere,whereasthe emission
layer is several kilometers thick. Thus interferencebetween
emissionsfrom different levels will become important when-

ever the vertical wavelength is lessthan or comparable to the
thicknessof the emitting layer [Hines and Tarasick, 1987; G.
Schubert and R. L. Walterscheid, Wave-driven fluctuations in
OH nightglow from an extendedsourceregion, paper submitted to Journal of GeophysicalResearch,1987]. This will introduce a further horizontal wavelength dependenceon r/ which
is not considered in the present analysis and which will be
important for the shorter horizontal wavelengthwaves.
At the long wave periods,tidal contamination may modify
some of the results presented here. Such contamination has
been reported in the work by Walterscheid et al. [1986], in
which a pseudotidewas generatedby gravity wave momentum
fluxes modulated by the semidiurnal tide. The inclusion of
sucheffectsis beyond the scopeof the presentwork.
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where

The inclusion by Hickey [1988] of eddy dissipationand the
Coriolis force in the gravity wave dynamics has placed a
strong horizontal wavelengthdependenceon r/which doesnot
exist in the theory of Walterscheidet al. [1987]. Values of r/
have been found to depend on wave period and horizontal
wavelength, so that internal gravity wave horizontal wavelengths will need to be measured in conjunction with the OH
nightglow measurementsif comparisons are to be made between observationsand theory.
The eddy dissipation was found to dominate over the Coriolis force in the gravity wave dynamics and also in the associatedvaluesof r/for the waveswith horizontal wavelengths
of 10, 100, and 1000 km, so that in these instances the Coriolis

force can be neglected.The Coriolis force cannot be neglected
for waves with horizontal wavelengthsof 10,000 km or more,
although the eddy dissipation, not as dominant as it is for the
shorter wavelength waves,should also not be neglected.
At long periods the modifications to r/ by the inclusion of
eddy dissipation are much larger for the shorter horizontal
wavelength waves. Nonetheless,some of the longer horizontal
wavelengthwaves may have associatedwith them values of r/
which have been more modified by its inclusion at periods
where maximum amplitudes are being achieved.Thus, because
there is an observational bias toward those waves achieving
their maximum amplitudes, some of the more obvious modifications to r/by the inclusion of eddy dissipationmay be more
observable for some of the longer horizontal wavelength
waves.

The effect of eddy dissipation is to bring the OH intensity
fluctuationsmore into phase with the temperature fluctuations
(i.e., decreasethe phaseof r/) and to increasethe magnitudeof
the intensity fluctuation relative to the temperaturefluctuation
(i.e., increase ]r/]).The phase of r/ is more sensitiveto the inclusion of eddy dissipation than is Jr/]at periods where the
eddy dissipationjust begins to become important. When the
Coriolis force becomesnonnegligible and is included with the
eddy dissipationin the gravity wave dynamics,Jr/]is decreased
at the shorter wave periods and increased at long periods,
while the phase of r/is decreasedat all periods.

1

(A5)

f2 = (co/kx){x,+ x3[vR -- (V-- 1)-1]}

(A6)

A=

{ix, + x[vR-

(7-

(A7)

(iotx3 -- X2)

and

x, = (is -- K)(c)-- c2c)- ') + 3i•q'

x2 = -- q'2(tc
-- 3icz)(tc
+ 2icz)
+ [q'(4R-- 1)-- fi']((p-- c24>
-' + q')
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Also, following the notation of Hickey and Cole [1987],

4>= 3q'R -- fi'

R = tc2 -- icztc
+ 1

i

ks +•

2H

1

kx

kxH

co2

ico!•

fi'- gHkx2 r/'- 3po
i• rokx2
coPo
f=

(A9)

fro
gHkx2

2fl sin 0

Here, Po is the unperturbed pressure,g is the acceleration
due to gravity,/• is the coefficientof (eddy) viscosity,2 is the
coefficientof (eddy) thermal conduction,f is the Coriolis parameter, 0 is the latitude, and fl(--7.29 x 10-5 s-•) is the
Earth's angular frequency.
With viscosity, thermal conduction, and Coriolis force in-

cluded,the vertical wave number is obtained from the quartic
dispersionequationof Hickey and Cole [-1987].With only the
Coriolis force included, the following dispersion equation is
used:

k:2_kx2(cog:
_ co2)
_ (co•2
_ co2) (A10)
((_/)2
__f2)
Cs2

APPENDIX

Assuming that the internal gravity waves are plane waves
propagating in the x-z plane (x is horizontal coordinate; z is
vertical coordinate), then one can write

fl=ico{vR
(7-1)}

whereco.•is the Brunt-Viiisfilfi
frequency
(=(3'- 1)•/2g/Cs
=
2.26x 10-2 s-•), coais the acoustic
cutofffrequency
(=Cs/
2H=2.50x 10-2 s-•), and Cs is the soundspeed(=(7gH)•/2
= 274.8 m s-•).

-- - --, •, • ocexpi (cot-- kxx- k:z- iz/2H)
no

Po
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